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Abstract:
"Today 's houses may even be well planned , easy to keep,
attractively cheap, open to air, light and sun, but - do the house s
in themselves hold any guaran tee that dwelling occ urs in them?"
(Heidegger, 1971).

Heidegger's concepts may be dated, but the que stion of dwelling,
and what it is to dwell is an underlying questi on and a driving
motive . People think of dwelling as something one does in ones
home. But contrary to that idea of dwelling , it is something that
people do in all settings, it is their home, their work, their
environment, and the interactions between the three.
Society today has become one that has separa ted these aspects of
life : home, work, and environment and ha s created a common link
between these, the automobile . People no longer live in an aJ"ea
that all asp ects of life are pre sent, pe ople have to comm ute
between these aspe cts leaving life disconnected , and full of voids.
Thi s thesi s intends to examine the voids tha t have been create d by
modem society and the disjunction that has occ urre d within it.
What is it to connect home , work and environment? Is it just
combining work and home in the sam e building or can they be
rem oved som ewhat from each other, but still be in the same
context? At wha t extent can sustainability be ushered into the
notion of home and work, yet not impede OIl progress of soc iety
or become a burden that interferes with the daily lives of the
individual and allow peopl e to live in the 21st century ?
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Thesis Paper:
Reconnections:

Home/Work/Environment
Society today is one of disconnect. Instead of moving closer to
the threads that hold society toge ther, it continues to pull apart its
fabric, creating tears and voids that have to be contin uously
patched together with a band-aid when the wound requires
stitches . People are moving farther away from the cores of huma n
life, spending more hours of their lives trying to reconnect these
threads that once were centrally located around the li fe of people.
"To dwell is to remain, stay in a place ." 1 This is a fundamental of
human action, but through the now disconn ected society people
have come to dwell in means that are not meant for human
experience . Not only in a person 's home, but in the work or office,
within the environment, and now the automobil e that has become
the band-aid of society in which people now dwell. An
examination must be taken up by socie ty as to what it exac tly
means to dwell, as it has been applied here by Martin Heidegger,
people dwell wheneve r they remain in a place, but how has this
changed with tile way in which society has developed? We must
move from what it is to dwell to an examination into the status quo
of society, into how pre-conceived thoughts of hum ans and what
archi tecture has done to create this disco nnecte d society. When
one examines what is happening in society today, we can start to
format opinions as to what can be done about the future, about
how architec ture and dwelling can be sewn back together like
what once was, but not in a way that impedes on the continued
growth of our culture. Finally, the examination can take a tum
from what is wrong, to what can be done . We must move thoughts
into motion in order to begin to stitch up the wound in society that
has be held in place for so long by the band-aid. Karsten Harries
implies that a man's place is arbitrary ifwe continue to destroy the
boundaries in the nam e of freedom .2 As society continues to
create voids in the world wi th tile notions that are curr ently within
the brain trust, we are in fact leaving our selves with no sense as
to what it means to be human or ourselves .

1. What is it to dwell?
2. How does building belong to dwelling vi

When one raises the question of dwelling today, the most simp le
answer that will be received is that dwelling is something you do
within your home and it has become the conunon thought within
society of this notion. The simple answer is correc t for a person
is to dwell whenever they enter into their home. The process of
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Thesis Paper:
living , sleeping, cooking, relaxing, and all other necessi ties of life
do form what is dwelling, meaning tha t dwelling is what you do
within your home. Christian Norberg-Schulz illustrates that
dwelling in a house means that you inha bit the world.s With this
thought on the meaning of dwelling, a person who lives in a house
or performs actions that one would do within a house is an
inhabitant of the world , so all actions tha t one would perform in a
home, apply when performed outside a house. Therefore, the
concept of dwelling is one that regulates all actions perform ed in
the world . In answer to what it is to dwell , the answer can be
concluded that dwelling is something that not only occurs within
your home, it is what a person does throughout the entire world.
Dwelling is your home, your work, the time spent at a restaura nt,
the banal activities of grocery shopping, or the commute between
all building by means of the automobile. Finally, dwelling applies
to human interaction with the environment.
The latter and most imp ortant questi on when it comes to dwelling
must be engaged, in how does building affect and engage
dwelling? To return to your basic response of residing within a
hom e is to dwell , is where the status quo answ er can be found .
People look at their hom e as their com er of the world, it is their
universe., It is thi s thought tha t the tear in the fabric of society has
occurred. Most people have never considered what a home is,
they have come to realize that in today 's soci ety that they must
have one like their neighb ors, family and friends have.s People
must own a home within society today, it doesn ' t ma tter at what
cost to their economic budget, the economic budget of society or
even to the economics of the environme nt. Peopl e are crea ting
this separation between themselves and the fabric of the world in
order to own this notion of the home. A separa tion of home, work
and environment has occurred, which forces individuals to dwell
in places that do not offer a genuine human experi ence. Instead
of spending life within the built space a person now has to dwell
within the connecting obje ct of the built space, the automobil e.
With the automobile moving to the forefront of the dwelling
spectrum, it has pushed the environment out of the view of life,
and has furthered the once inseparable connection of live / work.
Where does this leave the built space? It has left building as a
supplement to the automobile . Building occurs in that of homes,
so that individual s may own that home that is perceived as a mu st
and then building must occur wherever sp ace is left available. It
is in this train of thought of building as a supplement that has left
society with a major wound in its fabric . Harris helps to redirect
the attenti on of building in that to build is to help decide how man
is dwelling on Earth or if man is to not dwell within areas of the
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Thesis Paper:

Tear in Urban Fabric
At top is an Indian Town created before the
automobile , where the bottom is a typical city
based on the automobile . Drawn at the same
scale; a major difference can be seen as to the
disconnection that hasoccurred due to the scale
that the automobile requires.

Earth.z It can be seen that our current society is not using building
to promote dwelling . Building is being dictated by the
requirement of the need for individual residenc es, and then
connecting the residences with other aspects ofl ife, which is why
the tear in society has been created, and what is the flaw with
dwelling . The task of architecture and building is that of
interpreting meaning, or creating places of dwelling, allowing the
individual to have a place within the midst of nature and
community at the same time .s Building must be one to promote
all aspects of dwelling; home, work and environment, and allow
the person to experience and find a place within them all.

The tear in the fabric of society can be summed up through the
term urban sprawl. More Americans are shedding city life and
heading further and further into suburbia , in search of that home
that is perceived as a necessity. This search for an individual
home, one that cannot be found within urban living, is a major
reason for a lack of density. If you take a section of 150 acres,

. which is approximately a mile or ten minute walk, the variations
of density vary to extremes from the 2,000 inhabitants in America,
to 20,000 within that same acreage in Paris, 40,000 in Dehli, and
you have Hong Cong which will house 80,000 inhabitants within
that same area.7 When you examine those numbers, you can see
the staggering difference between America and other places
around the world. One has to take into consideration what is the
cause for this difference, and the answer is divided into two clear
cut reasons, societies preconceived ideas , and the automobile.
The preconceived ideas of society which stem from the thought
that every individual or family needs to own their own home, is
due to the misconception as to what it is to dwell . So, a direct
byproduct of these preconceived thoughts is the Ameri can zoning
laws and regulations. Zoning segregates different land uses into
large, single-use monocultures, like all single -family homes, all
office, all retail; this segregati on is only able to become
reconnected through the automobi le, whose paths cut through
these areas like rivers, making grid-lock for automobiles and
impassable edges for the pedestrians.i In order to have the single
family residence it has become evident that America must
maintain this zoning that it has implemented. Zoning allows for
the homes to exist in there own realm, and yet not be disturbed by
an invading office building , retail , transp ortation center, or
industrial building. It is through zoning that the first tears in the
social fabric first occurred. By separating the uses, it became
evident that a connection had to be made between these
separations, which in America the answer easily becarne the
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Thesis Paper:
automobile. The reason for the automobile instead of other forms
of transp ortation is that gasoline taxes, vehicle-registration fees,
driver 's license fees, and automo bile taxes are lower in the United
States then anywhere in the developed world.1 Now, you have the
dangerous mixing pot for American societies, preconceived ideas
that are harmful to the fabric of life and the drug of the
automobile .
The automobile has become the biggest wreaking ball to the fabric
of society. Firmly engraved into society from American idea,
zoning laws, and the inexpensive cost to consumers, this running
away train is one that is not coming to a halt. What it has done is
create a separation between home, work, and environment, and
has become the main connection between the three. It is an
interment of dwelling that is separating people furth er from each
other. Rather then spending more time in a building of dwelling
or nature, where people can do the things that they desire, an d
want, like eat food, sit down or talk with another person, they are
spending more time dwelling by themselves in the metal hulk that

. does nothing but isolate a person from their desires.s This world
of automobile dependence causes a much larg er living scale, in
that it destroys all connections that can be mad e by a pedestrian.
A pedestrian scale environment cannot exist in a world that
depends on the car, the car must have more room to opera te, it
depends on larger open paths that destroy the environment, rather
then the small paths that a pedestrian operates on . Finally, what
you have in society is a culture that is dependent on an instrum ent
that destroys the fabric of living that once was the connection to
home, work, and environment that provides individuals with the
wants or needs that they request.

As a society a move must be made in the thinking of culture, or
you can say that a paradigm shift needs to occur within the values
of modem culture. The disconnect between home, work, and
environment can only last for so long before something snaps, and
that something is the Earth, As society continues to stretch itself
past its elastic limi ts, the tear will no long be able to be concealed
with a band-aid. There are many answers that have been
presented as to the solution to this tear in the fabri c of society.
Some state that a total shift to sustainable design, others say that
a return to urbani sm or a new urbanism is the correct answer, yet
others continue to think that architecture can continue on with the
status quo and the Earth will bail society out again. Now each one
of these systems of thought, and even other systems of thought all
have valid bases, but the bare principles of each schoo l of thought
do not by themselves carry enough weight to resolve the issues
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Thesis Paper:
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Breaking of the Block
Illu strate the need to break up the monolithic
block that has been created by the automobile
into smaller block s that allow more paths and
access for pede strian s.

that society has placed in front of itself. What needs to occur is a
mixture of schools of thought and ideas in order to revers e the path
that society is headed down.
The first major relationship and most important one that needs to
be repaired is the relati onship between society and the
environment. Society is not intended to oppos e or control nature,
but it is intended to draw nature into an intimate association in
order to find a union with it.s By combining the built with the
envirorunent it will help relieve the stress created withi n a person,
because as a species we are meant to be connected with the
outd oors.s Secondly, it will give a person an important sense of
emotional securityie So, it can apply that there is a maj or need to
reconnect to the environment and not just for the environments
sake. There are more stats then a person could write about to
show how important it is to design with sustainability in mind, that
60% of a city is paved, that this heat's up the earth and the most
water pollution is caused through this run- off from the paved city.
7 Or, that people of the US or Europe will use enough energy in
their lives to account for 30 to 40 people in Asia , Africa, or Latin
America.u These stats are staggering and very important indeed
to consider tor the sake of the Earth, but more important is the
sense of the mental health of peopl e within the built space, that a
connection is needed between that of home, work, and the
environment, but will allow growth.
"Growth is good. The question is, what are you growing?
Stupidity or Intelligence ? Sickne ss or Health? Poverty or
Prosperity?"» This is very important to consider when it comes to
design and in solving the issue of the tear that has presented its elf
in society today, a set of rules and regulations must be created so
as not to grow in the wrong direction but to grow in a positive and
fruitful direction. Cliff Moughtin provides a strong list of what
needs to be done with design in order to begin to repair the tear in
social fabric, in a positive growth manor.
1. Organize growth on a regional level so it is compact and transit
supportive.
2. Locate commercial, housing, j obs, parks and civic uses within
walking distance of transit stops.
3. Design pedestrian-frienclly street networks which clirectly
connect local destinations .
4. Housing should be a mix of densities, tenure and cos t.
5. Be sensitive to habitat, and high-quality open space should be
preserved.

6. Publi c spaces should be the focus of building orienta tion and
neighborhood activity.
7. Encourage infill and redevelopment. II
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Thesis Paper:

Typology of Uses
Create a space that intermixes usages but still
a llows for the identification of each use.

Architecture needs to look to create places that are attractive to the
individual but will be help permit the recreating of society 's ideas.
Through these premises this notion of reshaping the ideas of
society can begin to be realized. What can be said as one of the
most important of these premise s is that the development needs to
become design originated. Currently, city blocks are designed on
the huge automobile scale, promoting only one use within a
district or block. There must be a break down of the city block in
order to allow the promoti on of more paths for the pedestrian to
navigate throughout. By readju sting the blocks themselves it will
firmly help promote the growth of pedestrian movement. After
recreating the scale that the city block is designed it can then occur
a mixing of densities, as well as cultures and also the mixing of
uses within a development. This is an aspect that needs to be
asserted much more within development, the mixing of uses, most
importantly live / work.
The mixture of live / work aspect of life can be a very delicate
subject to consider. The Schumdillion Architectural movement
offers some inspiration as to how to design around this manor.
The movement with a European origin looks to combine usages,
while creating very unique, erotic, and distinct places. In
SchumdilJion Architecture design looks to create spaces on the
exterior that have interior feelings or qualities whil e on the interior
it looks to create exterior feelings or qualities. This is
accomplished on both an exterior and interi or environment, in
which the way light enters and moves through the space as well as
the scale of the space. It is velY important, in how the light and
structure are manipulated to alter the light and scale, in that you
can create many different and opposing feeling s in one place
allowing the space alter the experience of each individual .12
Things like cantilevering , exposing the structure (like using
tension cables), or creating uniform and un-uniform punctures in
the structures . For this movement does not want one aspect of live
/ work to totally overshadow the other usage, or at the same time
combine live and work to the point that they become inseparable
from each other, but still at the same time creating a unique place
of identification with this architecture. A design solution can be
made where these aspects can exist within each other, allowing for
an ease of identification of each region or each aspect of living,
creating a typology that can be maintained during design, that a
home, must still be a home and an office must maintain an office
appeal. By locating the usages wi thin the same region, allowing
the architecture to be identifiable as a new and different form of
dwelling, can shift the paradigm of thought to the reconnection of
live / work. Through this location within the same region, and

Mixed TypologyCommerce

Housing
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Thesis Paper:
looking to the principles of Schumdill ion Architecture an
achievement can be made in that density will be increased,
diversity on many stratospheres will be accomplished, a level
pedestrian movement can be restored, and finally the reconnection
of dwelling can be made of home, work and environment.

As far as society is concerned there is a major tear within the
fabric of life today. Society has lost the concept as to what it
means to dwell, in that home, work and environment have to be
connected in order to createpositive experiences for individuals.
People are spending their lives trying to reconnect these aspects
that once were intertwined through inadequate means like the
automobile . As society continues to move forth and evolve there
must be a realization that dwelling is something that occurs in all
forms of place in the world and that there has to be are-investment
into connec ting with what once was. Socie ty must loose concepts
like mass zoning regulations that separate all usages, a
dependence on the automobile, and the development of the built
space that does not promote pedestrian activity. As social
evaluation continues we must look to concepts like organizing
growth so it is compact. Society must look to intermix usages,
especially home and work, and develop space that is more
pedestrian friendly. Architecture should design with
sustainability in mind and preserve natural habitat by infilling and
redeveloping within cities. It is through moves like these that
society will be able to stitch up the wound in its fabric and
reconnect; home, work and environment.
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Precedent Analysis One:

Glenn Murcutt - Architect

Bingi Point, Muryua, Australia - Site

1982 - 1984 - Date

A

The Magney House

Analysis :

Located approximately four hours south ofSydney, Australia is an
intriguing structure that breaks from the status quo of the typical
"Home" design . The Magney Home is designed with ecological
concerns taken into consideration. Designing with ecological
considerations such as climate, solar conditions, site
configuration, and views are his prime intentions. The most
intriguing aspect that is viewed in Murcutt's design is the concave
roof system. Designing with the feel of being under canvas, this
roof forces rain water to flow towards the center of the home,
upon reaching the center the water then flows down into a
rainwater holding tank below the home, to be used later. The
home is oriented due north on the site , situated on a slight slope,
thus breathtaking views of the lake and coast are obtained.
Besides the benefits ofbreathtaking views, this orientation allows
the hot Australian SlID to be kept out of the home during the
summer months and allows the SlID to shine in during the winter
months , thanks in part to the roof overhang and adjustable
Venetian blinds. Due to the cool winter nights in Southern
Australia, Murcutt designed the house with an insulated slab on
grade, along with making the southern wall brick. Both of these
features act as thermal sinks, allowing heat to be radiated into the
home during the cooler winter evenings .
After ecological considerations were taken into account Murcutt
considers the basis of private and public space within his home .
A common theme in Murcutt design, is that there is no "guest"
aspect in the idea of home, private is private and public is public.
When one enters into the home you enter up into a public court.
This court is flanked on both sides by those spaces called family,
kitchen, and dining room, which of course are all considered as
public. These Public spaces are developed using an open floor
plan and using glass to maintain a visual connection to the other
public spaces. The home owner must cross the threshold ofpublic
and private through uri-punctured brick walls. These private

11
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The Magney House: spaces are created through maintaining a linear design. Murcutt
flanked these public spaces with the bedrooms, utilitarian, and
storage spaces on each side. Finally, in keeping with ecological
considerations all utilitarian aspects of the home are located
against the southern wall in order to allow the northern sunlight to
shine directly into the home when the season permits.

Significance:

Glenn Murcutt's, Magney House provides valuable information
for this thesis even though it is not exactly on par with the thesis

Green Design Techniques

goals. He was able to develop a residence that allows the owner
to dwell both in living and enviromnent Murcutt provides a strong
example as to what can be done in using climate, site
considerations, and solar considerations as well as the views
created from the structure all while providing an aesthetically
pleasing structure. The division of the private and public realm of
the home also provides strong examples in the way that a home
can be laid out. He intelligently created the home in a linear
fashion in order to not only take full advantage of the ecological
conditions, but also to divide the home into distinguishable public
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The Magney House: and private sectors. He was able to successfully able to connect
the public spaces together and able to create a strong division,
dividing the private space away. If one can superimpose
Murcutt's considerations about home design into an urban
environment the creation of a structure centered on living, work
and the environment can developed The focus on ecological
considerations and the concept ofdwelling is what is gained from
Glenn Murcutt's, Magney House for this thesis.
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Precedent Analysis Two:

Norman Foster and Partners - Architect

London, England - Site

2000 - 2002 - Date

Analysis:

Located against the banks of the Thames River in the heart of
London, is London City Hall, designed by Norman Foster and
Partners. City Hall stands alone in the mist of a public plaza. The
building is welcoming to the public and the environment
considering it is not only sustainable but practically non
polluting. A concentration in making the government accessible
and the making the building one that would usher in the next
century of British Government was required as a major aspect of

. design . Foster integrated a cafe, public viewing gallery of the
assembly chamber, along with an exhibition gallery on the top
level. Londoners along with tourists have access to the building
throughout. all times of the day, unlike many other government
buildings that do not allow the public inside when the assembly is
gathered. London City Hall sits on a generous plaza that contains
an open air amphitheatre, plans are underway for the addition of
office headquarters, shops, restaurants, hotel and a theater.
Foster's design considerations for the environment were another
driving force of design . London City Hall requires only 25
percent of the amount of ene:rgy that it would take to operate a
similar size government building, which is accomplished through
solar heat gain, natural ventilation, interior heating and cooling,
and countless other ecological/sustainable design considerations.
The facade 's sphere shape has 25 percent less surface area then
the basic cube design, while allowing the south facade each level
of the sphere overhangs over the next level in order to prevent
summer sun from entering into the building. The slope of the
sphere allows for the maximum amount of natural light to enter
into the northern facade, The building draws it heat and cooling
through geothermal techniques. 475 feet into the ground, water is
pumped into the building in order to take advantage ofthe Earth's
natural temperature. During the summer the floor beams are
cooled as water passes by them and during the winter a reverse
process is used. All offices have access to natural ventilation due

14
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London City Hall to the double skin of the building and sometimes a triple skin.
Maintenance of the building is the most important aspect in
maintaining an ecological advantage . The building is ran by a
"Building Management System" that controls the conditions of
the building when rooms are not in use or aspects like lower air
conditioning loads when natural ventilation is in use.

Significance : Norman Foster and Partner's, London City Hall
provides a lot of insight as too what a strong urban design can
accomplish. All aspects of designing from the through
consideration of form, solar gain , natural heating and cooling
along with natural ties to the Earth are strong examples of
ecological design. A proper consideration was taken into account
for the mixture ofpublic to private, since the public basically has
total access to an entire government building. Foster also shows

Green Design Technique s

how to tie a building into the public realm, in the fact that the
design creates a landmark for the people of London that people
will flock to for years to come. Also the urban context is
important the public has two transp ortation stops within a ten
minute walk of the building . From London City Hall, the thesis
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London City Hall can grow from more strong points of designing of with work and
environment in mind as well as how to consider structure in the
context of the city.

LowerLevel Ground Level Third Level Ninth Leve l
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Precedent Analysis Three:

Victor Saroki & Associates - Architect

Royal Oak, Michigan, U.S.A.· Site

2004 • Present - Dale

~Ma;" North Lofts

Analysis:

Located in downtown of Royal Oak, Michigan, is the future
location of the Main North Loft Project. Three towers are slated
to be developed on the Northeastern comer of Main Street and 11
Mile Road, in what is to become the threshold of entry from the
North into this rapidly developing area. The city is that of any
typical suburb, the downtown is a place of interest for non "big
box" or "mom and pop" shopping, with the location of single
family dwelling units located in the typical donut fashion around
the downtown. A paradigm shift has occurred in this downtown
region, with the intermixing of "mom and pop" shopping outlets
with night life and entertainment. With this boom in Royal Oak
you could say that it has become a 'Node ' of the Detroit
Metropolitan Region . The issue with this region remains the
continued separation of housing against that of the necessities to
sustain life.
The Main North Loft project looks to break through this
separation of housing and commerce and build on the
development that has taken place Royal Oak . The lack of density
and diversity within the downtown district is tackled by bringing
in approximately 70,000 square feet of residential development
which allows approximately 70 lofts per structure, with units
ranging from 600 square feet up to 2,000 square feet The lofts
built on the mixed use idea by providing 30,000 square feet of first
floor retail in order to continue the Royal Oak, downtown retail
tradition, while also extending the downtown foot traffic for the
first time past 11 mile, which had acted as an edge, by building
the lofts directly on the lot lines instead of setting the building
back. On the ground level not just shops, but more important
functions that are a necessary to support life that were previously
absent in the downtown district, such as a grocery store are being
included. Finally, the lofts provide 60,000 square feet ofparking
within the building on the second and third floors in order to solve
the issue of surface parking for residences which is a plague for

17
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Main North Lofts: most residential developments. Surface parking is provided in
limited quantities to spark movement or interaction by the
commuter.

Signifi cance :

One main issue that the Main North Lofts handle is the edge of a
town or place. Too often projects are designed against edges that
do not address the edge . Bringing the buildings out to meet the
public right of way, the sidewalk, is an important aspect in
allowing people to continue walking without being disturbed by
voids that usually promote the use of the automobile . Opening
shops up, allowing cafe 's to breach on the sidewalk, awning that
help pull people closer to the architecture and to further explore
the space . Another important aspect of this thesis exploration is
the mixture of usages in such a tight area . The residential units
which appeal to multiply demographics is important as well as
making sure to have a mixture of shops, retail, life supporting
elements like grocery stores , and finally the integration of the
parking into the building instead ofcreating the sea of parking that
is evident in most modem building. The program is what gives of
itself the most to this thesis , I think that these lofts are very
successful, in that they look for a diversi ty of economic levels and
of commerce and also promote density in an area that traditionally
has been low.

Site Plan ••
Retail

Residential

Parking

WestElevation
First F loor Plan
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Main North Lofts:

Circulation before Main North Loft Completion

Mixture of Uses and Heights
Heights very, red colors represents residential units,
brown parking levels and blue denotes retail.

Brown - Automobile Traffic
Green - Public Transportation

White - Foot Traffic

Circulation after Main North Loft Completion

Addressing of the Edge
Extension of the Awnings, recess of tile first floor
retail , parking levels , and finally the extrusion of the

residential units again.
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Precedent Analysis Four:
City of St. Paul Planning Commission;

Dover, Kohl & Partners - Planners

St Paul,MN; Winter Village, F1;

Brainerd, TN - Sites

1998 • Ongoing - Date

Phalen Village Center, Minnesota

Analysis:

Dead malls are becoming ever more present as the trend continues
to move further and further out of the core of city centers and into
their very own personal castles. As people move further and
further out they leave the infrastructure and fabric that once was
so important to life , left to ruin though neglect. The money that
leaves with the people, leaves the infrastructure without the
needed funds in order to repair itself and to continue to advance
itself with a phantasmagorias society. The shopping mall is most
vulnerable to this process, as these hulks must have the revenue in
order to continue in existence, and ifnot they are left in ruin, since
no developer is willing to take on the hulk of the shopping mall,
if it has already proved that it cannot tum a profit. This leaves
only one answer to this problem, transform the mall and its sea of
parking to a dense area that will draw people back into the space.
Winter Parle Village in Winter Park, Florida; Eastgate Town
Center in Brainerd, Tennessee; and Phalen Village Center, in St.
Paul, Minnesota, were all malls that were on their downside, one
could say that they were dieing or "Dead Malls." The 32 acre
Winter ParleVillage built in 1963, Eastgate Town Center, 40 acres
and completed in 1972, and the 27 acre completed in 1959 Phalen
Village Center all were suffering the same fate by the late 1980 's
and by the early to mid 1990's they were in the grave. The same
problems plagued all of these malls even though they were all
located in different regions ofthe United States. Remote locations
from urban centers, no direct link ofpublic transportation with the
mall and the fact that the malls were dependent on the automobile
and moving consumers were causes for each downfall. Without a
residential district adjacent to the mall to support the center each
one was dependent on the commuting of their consumers, and
each one suffered fatal blows when larger, more modem centers
were built within 10 miles ofthe location of the mall . Consumers
easily took their cars and dollars and traveled the distance to the
modem malls, likewise the shops followed the money, leaving

20
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Transformations: society with three dead malls. A redevelopment was pushed on
all of these malls, and the main idea was to reduce or eliminate
the mall, replace the concrete sea of parking with residential
development, office space, and retail or entertainment Each mall
looked to become an urban area and that focused around
reconnecting the fabric that didn't exist when the mall was a
district in and of itself. Winter Park Village developed 100,000
sq.ft. of office space, 400,000 sq.ft. ofretail and 58 housing units.
Eastgate Town Center developed no,ooo sq.ft, of office space,
180,000 sq.ft. of retail with the planning still ongoing for
residential units, and the Phalen Village Center developed

Winter Village Re-Development Plan

Eastgate Town Center Re-Development Plan

Phalen Village Center Re-Development Plan

170,000 sq.ft, of office space, 65,000 sq.ft, of retail and 30
residential units.

Significance:

The importance that can be drawn from these precedents is that
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Transformations:

Circulation: Winter Village Before Completion

Circulation: Eastgate ToWII Center Before
Completion

Circulation: Phalen Village Center Before
Completion

After Completion

After Completion

After Completion

Brown - Automobile Traffic
Green - Public Transportation
White - Foot Traffic

these strategies can be applied to any site , not just to a "Dead
Mall." You could use this to layout a brownfield re-development
or the development of an existing community that needs an
economic boost . These developments also addressed the issue of
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Transfo rmatioOS:

Winter Village: Hights and Usesge

Phalen Village Center : Rights and Useage

circulation within the sites. They all looked to add roads through
the sea of parking in order to divide the space into more
manageable, and that can easily be navigated by the pedestrian.
They looked to add movement to the area other then that of the
automobile, in the form of creating an urban center in which
dwelling can be achieved. Finally, these former malls looked to a
development that returns nature or the re-investment of nature
back into the site. Former heat sinks that were concrete parking
lots were re-developed not only for structures or hardscape but, a
form or public works project, park, lake or gardens were injected
into the development creating a link back to the community.

Mixture of Uses and Heights
Heights very, red colors represents residential unlts ,
brown parking levels and blue denotes retail.
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Precedent Analysis Five:

Steven HoD & Associates· Architect

Beijing, China; Amsterdam, Netherlands;

Cambridge, Ma - Sites

2002 - Ongoing - Date

Linked Hybrid - Beijing, China

Zuidas Housing - Amsterdam, Netherlands

Simmons Hall - M.LT., Cambridge, MA

Analysis / Significance :

The forms ofSteven Holl's work along with the programs that are
implemented into his forms provide a strong value to the
development of this thesis . After conceptual design had
commenced, it became evident for the need to step back and re
examine. The necessity to examine exactly what my program has
developed into and from that what forms can be derived from the
diving motive of HomelWorkiEnvironment What is the program,
is it only live and work units that are cormected either directly or
indirectly, or does the program need to branch out, leading the
thesis to Steven Holl.
The Link Hybrid project in Beijing lends its knowledge of a vast
program of 750 apartment units, offices, kindergarden, cinema,
and underground parking which looks to develop a "city within a
city." Linked Hybrid features 8 towers and 22 floors per tower,
each tower is connected on the 20th floor with a ring that provides
a cafe and other services for occupants. The form creates an urban
plaza while at the same looks to create views and a complete
dwelling area.
Zuidas Housing in Amsterdam, provides an idea of a program of
89 apartments, offices as well as commerce designed around the
live/work lofts. At 19 floors, the project becomes based around
the scale of its opening as well as the materials of use . The
building is able to provide elevated gardens , as well as shared
terraces to its occupants, while being cast in a form that is unique
and one that can be stated as a landmark building .
Simmons Hall on the campus ofM.I.T. shows the developed 350
bed dormitories, an auditorium, and dining hall, within 10 floors
at 382 ' long. The building was based around 5 large openings that
create dynamic views and at the same time allow light to expand
well into the core ofthe building. Most notably on this project are
the 18" thick exterior wall depth and the created of 9 operable
windows per dormitory, that create a unique pattern of light at
night, and provide a sustainable function as well .
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Precedent Analysis Five:

Cannon Design Inc. - Architect

Niagara Falls, NY - Sites

1978 - 1980 - Date

Analysis / Significance:

The Hooker Office Building is considered to be one of the first
and a pioneer or prototype of a double skin building in North
America. Designed in the late 70's and completed in the early
80's duringthe first oil crisis , this building was able to achieve its
goal of reducing energy consumption, with this innovated design.
A four foot wide cavity is created between the green-insulated
glazing ofthe outer wall and the clear single glazing ofthe interior
wall. This cavity allows the building to be operated at 2 percent
for heating loads and 19 percent for cooling loads compared to
that ofa typical building of the same volume . While at the same
time building maintains only a 10 degree temperature difference
in the cavity between that of the Southern side and the Northern
side of the facade this helps maintain lower energy loads on the
Northern, compared to the higher differences that are seen without
the moving of the air within the cavity.
The cavity allows air to enter at the base of the building and thru
convection move up the side of the facade in the cavity, and be
vented on the roof The air heats within the cavity from the sun,
which reduces the heating load necessary especially in cold
weather climates . During the wann weather the air can be
ventilated into the building, providing cool breezes that are
normally not achieva ble with high rise buildings cannot allow
open windows. During high sun, or evening hours louvers on the
facade can be closed also helping to reduce energy loads.

Movement of natural ventilation thru the cavity.
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Architect Victor Gruen reinvented the American city with his
development ofNorthland Shopping Center in 1954. This cluster
arrangement of retail stores surrounded by a parking lot became a
main component of model urban sprawl featuring 110 stores
encompassing over 1 million square feet Today the mall is in a
transition state, as the ever moving urban belt stretches further and
further away causing the mall to loose popularity as density
decreases and as more modem and larger malls are constructed to
keep pace with the phantasmagorias population. The main issue
is the sea ofparking the now surrounds the mall but remains a heat

. soak as the spots are left to vacant.
Northland Mall offers wonderful opportunities as possible
redevelopment site . An analysis based on land use, climate,
Lynch's 5 points of architecture and of Moughtin's Compact City
Models state that a brownfield development to the northern
parking lot would be major economically benefit to the region.
Instead of the mall being a district without connections, a mixed
use development would allow for increase ofdensity which in turn
would lead to stronger economic revenues, also allowing the mall
to reconnect back to other districts that are lost to the sheer size to
the parking lot.

~cormectionS.

JWmejWor£jF.TrUronme nt

Site Examination One:

20 Acres Site Size

Site Outline
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Site Examination Two:

5 Acres Site Size

Riverside Park is located in the cross hairs of what would be the
historical roots of Ypsilanti. The park is a node tucked just
outside of the downtown district, along the banks of the Huron
River. This park traces with its heritage going back to the Huron
Indians, was once the juncture of trails with the Huron River, the
park acted as camping and burying goods for the Indians that
passed through this area. As time progressed, Ypsilanti shifted
from an Indian trading post to that ofeducation, with the founding
on EMU. Ypsilanti today remains a place ofeducation, but it also
took up a strong ties in industry and commerce
Riverside Park, with green hills and plateaus, along with the
sounds of the Huron River trickling past, it really creates a place
of refuge outside what can be considered the downtown district of
Ypsilanti. Examining land usage, climate, environmental aspects,
Lynch's 5 points of architecture, and Moughtin's Compact City
Model, I determined that the hillside to the west portion of the
park was the best area to situate my thesis program. An urban
center that needs to expand and depends too much on the
automobile would benefit from a development that promotes the
connection of dwelling aspects.
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Site Examination Three:

20 Acres

The Detroit Riverfront, it is where the city begins, it's where the
city grew during the industrial revolution and where the city
became an industrial powerhouse thm mid 1900's . Street names
in this region are derived from the names of early French settlers
of this region . As need for further development occurred, farms
were ushered out and the river transformed to develop ground of
the downtown district When industry and shipping needs
occurred the land parcels of river that were not devoted to the
downtown district filled the need . In its current state , remnants of
industry lay in ruin, while vacant lots are mixed with scattered

.green spaces, and redevelopment projects.
Rivard Street and Atwater Street, an area left to ruin by neglect.
Overgrown vacant lots mix with neglected industrial behemoths,
while the regenerated St. Aubin Park, Chene Park or 300 River
Place are scattered throughout Examining current land uses ,
climate, Lynch's 5 points of Urban Architecture, and Moughtin's
Compact City models , states that this area is one primed for
development Adjacency to the Central Business District, narrow
roads, the ability to break the blocks into a walkable section, along
with the river and unblocked sun, can promote an urban
sustainable development

Site Size

Site Outline
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The Detroit Riverfront will act as the vehicle that will propel my
thesis based on the examination of the three possible site
selections. I will move mysite from Rivard Street and Atwater
Street running northeast along the river, to Orleans Street and
Atwater Street running southwest along the river. The Riverfront
is a site that is engrossed in history and one that is currently
undergoing a major renaissance, the erection of a riverfront
boardwalk and the development of Tri-Centennial State Park.
Considering history, I will be able to use the Historic Globe/Dry
Dock Building as an anchor and a possible view corridor for the
northeast area of my site and the former dry docks running though

. out the site can provide history and could become an anchor point
in design.
The renaissance of the site is another selling point for the choice
to design on this site. The site will provide a direct walking path
with the downtown, the availability of ample space, the creation
of park space, and untainted natural environment (i.e., sunlight) .
I have been provided with a movement of people , land for
building and nature , as well as unrestricted access to the
environment. This will be fuel for my thesis and provide the
basics for a successful developmentofa complete dwelling space,
where home, work and environment come together.

(j(fc0 nnec tic /IS.:

Jiome/WorkjErm'romne Itt

Site Anaylsis:

Site Location

13 Acres Site Size
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Detroit Riverfront:

Brown » Automobil e
Green- Public Transp oration
White- Foot Traffic
Blue • Sea Traffic
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Site Location
Proposed City Riverfront Walkway Plan; This plan will be implimted over other propo sed plans for the thes is.

Sanborn - 1763

Sanborn - 1860
Proposed City R iverfront Walkw ay Models

Proposed CityRiverfront WalkwayPlan
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Program Statement:
Main Objective:

Reconnect all aspects of life ; home, work and environment, in a user

friendly district.

Secondary Objective :
Integrate living and worki ng, which addresses the hold that the

automobile has on society.
Use the "Dead Space" the once was roofs in order to become connect

ion spaces between residential units, connections be tween offi ces and
reside ntial units and the connection of the cafe to the office units and
residential.

New Roof space is used as the connectio n between different aspects of
the program. A direct connection be tween the exte rior and public exists,
but the connection bet ween residential and office can be made through
the roof spaces.

Integrate the Detroit Riverfront plan. Use the plan to promote walking
and prompt the walki ng to move further then just the riverfron t. Become
a gateway building from "Tri-Centennial Park" and the riverfro nt
boardwalk.

Design Considerations / Aspirations:
Development of a Master Plan that will support my individual thesis

exploration . The plan should phase in individual reside ntial units,
commerce buildings, mixed use development, and must have needs like
grocery store, hardware store, cleaners, and forms of evening
entertainment.

Look to develop economic diversity - do not get overwhelmed in the
"Yuppie" design of suburbs like Royal Oak, and Birmingham.

Do not cater to cutting out spaces that appeal to typical "Big Box"
stores / retail.

Act as a place that wi11 tie the riverfront, greenery / riverfront walkway
into the daily functions of people. People must interact with nature and
recognize nature, move nature into the site rather then staying on the
edge of the site .

Look to develop a master plan that will promote walking , promote
interaction. Blocks should allow multiple routes or paths to be taken to
destinations. Streets should be narrow, and or in the boulevard fashion.
River and greenery should impede into the site rather then Cleating an
edge like the liver and "Tri-Centennial Park" currently creates.

Connections should be made be tween the residential, comme rce, and
cafe, yet they should all stand separately.

Exterior Space will not be counted into the figures since I will look to
impede on the Riverfront Boardwalk and that of the roof space created
by the structure.
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Quantitative Summary:
Residential

Reside ntial Units - 16 Uni ts - 15 ' Ce iling Height s

Master Bed room
Cooki ng a nd Dining Areas
Living Room or Gathering Areas
Bathroom - FuJI
Closet/Storage
Utility Room

Net Total

Reside ntial Units - 16 Unit s - 15 ' Ceili ng Heights
Master Bedroo m
Flex Room or Seco nd Bed room
Cooki ng a nd Dining Areas
Living Room or Gathering A reas
Ba throom - FulI
Ba throo m - Half
Closet/Storage
Utility Room

. Ne t Total

Residential Units - 12 Units - 15 ' Ceili ng Height s
Master Bedroom
Second Bedroom
Flex Room orThird Bedroom
Cooking a nd Di ning Areas
Living Room or Gathering Are as
Ba th room - Full
Bath room - Full
Closet/Storage
Utility Room

Net Total

Reside ntial Unit - 12 Units - 15 ' Ceili ng Hei ghts
Master Bedroo m
Second Bedroom
Third Bedroom
Cooking a nd Dining Areas
Living and Gatheri ng Areas
Ba throom - FuJI
Ba throom - FuJI
Bath room - Half
Closet /Storage
Utility Room

Net Total

121 sqlfl
140 sqlfl
144 sqlfl
50 sqlfl
50 sqlfl
60 sqlfl

565 sqlfl

144 sqlfl
121 sq/ft

200 sqlfl
150 sqlfl
50 sq/tt

25 sqlfl
75 sq/fl
70 sqlfl

835 sqlfl

144 sq/ll
121 sqlfl
121 sqlfl
220 sqlfl
200 sqlfl

50 sqlfl
50 sqlfl

100 sqlfl
70 sqlfl

1076 sqlfl

220 sqlfl
182 sqlfl
182 sq/ft
300 sqlfl
300 sqlfl

60 sq/ft
60 sqlfl
30 sqlfl

125 sqlfl
100 sqlfl

1559 sq/ft
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Quantitative Summary:
Residential Unit - 10 Units - 15 ' Ce iling Heights

Master Bedroom
Seco nd Bedroom
Third Bedroom
Flex Room or Forth Bedroom
Cooki ng and Dining Areas
Living and Gathering Areas
Bathroom - Full
Bathroom - Full
Bathroom - Full
Bathroom - Half
Closet/Storage
Utility Room

Net Total

Commercial/Office

Commercial/Office Space - 4 Units - 15' Ceiling Heights

Office
Office
Co nference Room
Conference Room
Open Floor Plan
Kitchen/Bre ak Room
Bathroom
Bathroom
Storage

Net Total

Conunerical/Office Space - 10 Units - 15 ' Ceiling Heights
Office
Open Floor Plan
Breakroom
Storage

Net Total

Commerical/Office Space - 20 units - 15' Ceiling Height s
Office
Open Floor Plan
Storage

Net Total

Commerical/Office Space - 20 units - 15' Ce iling Heights
Office
Open Floor Plan
Storage

Net Total

240 sqlft
200 sqlft
200 sqlft
182 sq/ft
300 sq/f]
350 sqlft
100 sqlft
60 sqlft
60 sq/f]
30 sq/ft

125 sqlft
100 sqlft

1947 sqlft

300 sqlft
250 sqlft
500 sqlft
300 sqlft

13000 sqlft
400 sqlft

30 sq/ft
30 sqlft

190 sqlft
15000 sq/ft

300 sq/ft
3350 sql11

200 sq/ft
150 sq/ft

4000 sqlft

300 sqlft
2100 sq/ft

100 sqlt1
2500 sqlft

200 sqlft
1200 sqlft

100 sqlft
1500 sqlft
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Quantitative Summary:
Commeri cal/Offi ce Space - 20 units - 15' Ce iling Height s

Open Floor Plan
Storage

Net Total

Conunerical/Oftice Space - 20 units - 15' Ceiling Height s

Open Floor Plan
Storage

Net Total

Conunerce - 6 units - 15' Ceiling Height s
Office
Changing Room s
Break Room
Storage
General Retai l Area

Net Total

Total Residential
Total Conune ricaVOffice

. Total Commerce

Ne t Area of Mixed Dwelling Struct ure

30% Circu lation (Vertical and Horizontal )

Gross Area of Mixed Dwelling Structure fs)

Development to assist Dwe lling Design

700 sqlfl
100 sqlfl
800 sq/ft

450 sq/f]
50 sqlft

500 sqlfl

200 sqlfl
150 sq/ft
200 sqlfl
150 sq/ft

2000 sq/fi
2700 sqlfl

73490 sq/ft
206000 sqlfl
16,200 sq/ft

295690 sqlfl

88707 sq/fl

384397 sqlfl

Grocery Store
Hardware Store
BankJFinancial
Retai l-Clothing (l000-3000 sq/11 per uni t)
Offi ce/Firms (2000-5000 sqlfl per film )
Offi ce (20000 sq/ft per institute)
Resident ial (800-2000 sq/ft per uni t)

30000 sq/ft approx ,
25000 sq/tt approx .
15000 sq/ft app rox.
90000 sq/It approx .
70000 sq/ft approx .
50000 sq/ft approx.
80000 sq/ft approx .
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Space Detail:
Space Name :
Residential Unit

Quannity
16

Occupancy
3

Net Square Feet
565 s.f.

Total Net Area
9,040 s.I,

PmposelFunction:
A living space that is intended to allow singles or couples the ability to
own a home within the development. Crea tes ec onomic diversity and
age diversity on the lower income level.

Activities:
People will be able to live and pe rform all actions that are necessitated
through daily life. Space can be occupied through out all hours of the
day.

Spatial Relati onship:
. Maximum amount s of natural light should be created . Where possible

create a direct access with the exteri or environment. Also look to create
a relationship with the office spaces if possible .

Special Conside rations:
Plan should be designed as open as possible, with the location of walls
towards the center core of the unit to allow natural light , when possible.

Equipment/Furnishings:
Appliances and furniture that is necessary to SUppOl1 home life IS
required .

Behavioral Conisderatio ns:
A desire for openness and availability to the exte rior is desired , but a
total loss of privacy is not desired.
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Space Detail:
Space Name:
Residential Unit

Quannity
16

Occupancy
4

Net Square Feet
835 s.f.

Total Ne t Area
13,360 s.f.

Prupose/Funct ion :
A living space that is intended to allow singles , couples or starte r
familie s the ability to own a home within the development. Creates
economi c diversity and age diversity on the lower income level.

Activities:
People will be able to live and perform all actions that are nece ssitated
through daily life. Space can be occupied through out all hours of the

day.

Spatial Relationship:
Maximum amounts of natural light should be created. Where possible
create a direct access with the exterior envi ronment. Also look to create
a relation ship with the office spaces if possible.

Special Considerations:
Plan should be designed as open as possible, with the location of walls
towards the center co re of the unit to allow natural light, when possible .

Equipment/Furni shings:
Applian ces and furniture that IS ne cessary to support home life is
required,

Behavioral Conisderations:
A desire for openness and availab ility to the exterior is desired, but a
total loss of privacy is not desired.
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Space Detail:
Space Name:
Residenti al Unit

Quannity
12

Occupancy
4

Net Square Feet
1,076 s.f.

Total Net Area
12,912 s.f.

Prupose!Function :
A living space that is intended to allow couples or small families the
ability to own a home within the developme nt. Creates ec onomic
diversity and age dive rsity on "the medium income level.

Activities:
People will be able to live and perform all actions that are necessitated
through daily life. Space can be occupied throughout all hours of the

day.

Spatial Relationship:
Maximum amounts of natural light should be created. Where possible
create a direct access with the exterior e nvironme nt . Also look to create
a relationship with the office spaces if possible .

Special Considerations:
Plan should be designed as ope n as possible, with the location of walls
towards the center core of the u nit to allow natural light , when possible .

Equipment/Furnishings:
Appliances and furniture that is necessary to support home life is
required.

Behavioral Conisderatio ns:
A desire for openness and availability to the exterior is desired, but a
total loss of privacy is not desired .
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Space Detail:
Space Name:
Residential Unit

Quannity
12

Occupancy
5

Net Squ are Feet
1,559 s.I.

Total Net Area
18,708 s.f.

Prupo se/Function :
A living space that is intended to allow couples or famili es the ability to
own a home within the development. Create s economic dive rsity and
age diversity on the medium or upper income level.

Activities:
People will be able to live and perforrn all actions that are nece ssitated
through daily life. Space can be occupie d throughout all hou rs of the

day.

Spatial Relationship:
. Maximum amounts of natural light should be crea ted . Where possible

create a direct access with the exterior environment. Also look to create
a relationship with the office spaces if possible.

Special Co nsiderations:
Plan should be designed as open as possible, with the location of walls
towards the center core of the unit to allow natural light , when possib le.

EquipmentfFurnishings:
Appliances and furniture that is necessary to suppo rt home life IS

required.

Behavioral Conisderations:
A desire for openness and availability to the exterior is desired, but a
total loss of privacy is not desired.
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Space Detail:
Space arne:
Residential Unit

Quannity
10

Occupa ncy
5

Net Square Feet
1,947 s.f.

Total Ne t Area
19,470 s.f.

PruposelFunction:
A living space that is intended to allow couples or fami lies the ability to
own a home within the developme nt. Cre ates ec onomic diversity and
age diversit y on the upper income level.

Activities:
People will be able to live and perform all actions that are nece ssitate d
through daily life . Space can be occupied throughout all hours of the

day.

Spatial Relationship :
Maximum amounts of natural light should be created. Where possible
create a direct access with the exterior environment . Also look to create
a relation ship with the office spaces if possible.

Special Conside rations:
Plan should be desig ned as open as possible, with the location of walls
towards the center co re of the unit to allow natural light , when possible.

Equip menuFurnishi ngs:
Appliances and furn iture that is neces sary to support home life is
required .

Behavioral Conisderations:
A desire for ope nness and availabili ty to the exteri or is desired, but a
total loss of privacy is not desired .
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Space Detail:
Space Name:
Commerical/Offi ce Space

Quannity
4

Occupancy
100

Ne t Square Feet
15,000 s.f.

Total Ne t Area
60,000 s.I.

Prup ose/Fun ction :
A wo rking space that is inten ded to create employ ment within the
development for reside nts and commuters alike. Creates ec onomic
prosperity for individual or small firms for me mbe rs of the development.

Activities:
Pe ople will be able to work and prov ide services that are nece ssitate d
through a work environment . Space will typica lly be occupied anywhe re
betwe en morning and evening hou rs.

Spatial Relationship:
Natura l light should be created where possible . Where possible look to
create a direct relationship with the re sidential spaces if possible .

Speci al Considerat ions:
Plan should be designed as ope n as possible, and be able to become
altered where desired. Spaces should typ ically be located above the
grou nd level 1100r plane , and within as close contact with re sidential
units as possible .

Equip mentlFumishings:
Furnishings will ve ry pe ru nit of desig n. Some will necessitate computer
as well as desk/office space for owner and any employees while others
will need space for arti stic equipment or exhibition spa ce .

Behavioral Conisderations:
A desire for ope nness and an ability to become alte r desired. Offices ca n
be designed with privacy in mind . Access to the ex terior when possible
is desired .
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Space Detail :
Space Name :
Commerical/Oftice Space

Quannity
10

Occupancy
30

Net Square Feet
4,000 s.f.

Total Net Area
40,000 s.f ,

Prupose/Fu nction :
A working space that is intended to create empl oyment within the
development for resident s and commuters alike. Creates ec onomic
prosperity for individual or small firm s for members of the development.

Activities:
People will be able to work and provide servi ces that are nece ssitated
through a work environment. Space will typically be occupied anywhere
between morning and evening hours.

Spatial Relati onship:
Natural light should be created whe re possible. Whe re possible look to

, create a direct relationship with the residenti al space s if possible .

Special Co nside rations:
Plan should be designed as open as possible, and be able to become
altered where desired. Spaces should typi cally be located above the
ground level floor plane , and within as close contact with residential
units as possible .

Equipment/Furnishings:
Furnishings will ve ry per unit of design . Some will necessitate comput er
as well as desk/office space for owner and any e mployees while others
will need space for artistic equipment or exhibiti on spa ce.

Behavioral Conisderations:
A desire for openness and an ability to become alter desired . Offi ces can
be designed with privacy in mind . Access to the exterior when possible
is desired.
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Space Detail:
Space Name :
Commerical/Oftice Space

Quannity
20

Occupancy
20

Net Square Feet
2,500 s.f

Total Net Area
50,000 sJ .

prup ose!Function:
A working space that is intended to create employ ment within the
development for resident s and commuters alike. Creates economic
prosperity for individual or small firm s for members of the developme nt.

Activities:
People will be able to work and provide services that ale nece ssitated
through a work environment. Space will typica lly be occupied anywhere
between morning and eve ning hours.

Spatial Relationship:
Natural light should be created where possible . Where poss ible look to
creat~ a direct relationship with the residential spaces if possible .

Special Co nsiderations:
Plan should be designed as open as possible, and be able to become
altered where desire d. Spaces should typi cally be located above the
ground level floor plane, and within as close contact with residential

units as possible .

Equipment/Furnishings:
Furni shings will ve ry perunit of desig n. Some will necessitate computer
as well as desk/office space for owner and any e mployees while others
will need space for artistic equipment or exhibition space.

Behavioral Conisderations:
A desire for openness and an ability to become alte r desired . Offices can
be designed with privacy in mind. Access to the exte rior whe n possible
is desired.
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Space Detail:
Space Name :
Conunerical/Oftk e Space

Quannity
20

Occupancy
S

Net Square Feet
1,500 s.I.

Total Ne t Area
30,000 s.f

pruposelFunction:
A working space that is intende d to create employment within the
development for residents and commute rs alike. Creates eco nomic
prosperity for individual or small firms for members of the development.

Activities:
People will be able to work and provide services that are necessitated
through a work environment. Space will typically be occupied anywhere
between morning and evening hours.

Spatial Relationship:
Natural light should be created where possible . Where possible look to
create a direct relationship with the residential spaces if possible .

Special Conside rations:
Plan should be designed as open as possible, and be able to become
altered where desired. Spaces should typically be located above the
ground level floor plane, and within as close contact with reside ntial

units as possible "

Equipment/Furnishings:
Furnishings will very per unit of design. Some will necessitate computer
as well as desk/oftice space for owner and any e mployees while others
will need space for art istic equipment or exhibition space.

Behavioral Conisderations:
A desire for openness and an ability to be come alter desired. Office s can
be designed with privacy in mind. Access to the exterior when possible
is desired.
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Space Detail:
Space Name :
Commerical/Office Space

Quannity
20

Occupancy
4

Ne t Square Feet
800 s.f

Total Ne t Area
16,000 s.f.

Prupose/Function:
A wo rking space that is intended to create employment within the
development for residents and commuters alike. Creates ec onomic
prosperity for individual or small firms for membe rs of the development.

Activities:
People will be able to work and provide services that are necessitated
through a work environment. Space will typically be occupied anywhere
between morning and eve ning hours.

Spatial Relationship:
Natural light should be created whe re possible. Where possible look to
create a direct relationship with the residential spaces if possible.

Special Considerations:
Plan should be designed as open as possible, and be able to bec ome
altered where desired . Spaces should typi cally be located above the
ground level floor plane, and within as close contact with residential
units as possible .

EquipmentlFurnishi ngs:
Furnishings will very pe r unit of design . Some will necessitate computer
as well as desk/office space for owner and any e mployees while others
will need space for artistic equipment or exhibit ion space.

Behavioral Conisderatio ns:
A desire for openness and an ability to become alter desi red. Offices can
be designed with privacy in mind. Access to the exterior when possible
is desired.
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Space Detail:
Space Name:
Commerical/Oftlce Space

Quannity
20

Occupancy
2

Net Square Feet
500 s.f .

Total Net Area
10,000 s.f.

PmposelFunction:
A working space that is intended to create employment within the
development for residents and commuters alike. Creates economic
prosperity for individual or smallfirms for members of the development .

Activities:
People will be able to work and provide services that are necessitated
through a work environment. Space will typically be occupied anywhere
between morning and evening hours.

Spatial Relationship:
Natural light should be created where possible. Where possible look to
create a direct relatio nship with the residential spaces if possible.

Special Conside rations:
Plan should be designed as open as possible, and be able to become
altered where desired. Spaces should typically be located above the
ground level 1100r plane, and within as close contact with residential
units as possible .

Equipment/Furnishings:
Furnishings will very per unit of design. Some will necessitate computer
as well as desk/office space for owner and any employees while others
will need space for artistic equipment or exhibition space.

Behavioral Conisderations:
A desire for openness and an ability to become alter desired. Offices can
be designed with privacy in mind. Access to the exte rior when possible
is desired.
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Space Detail:
Space Name :
Commerce

Quannity
6

Occupancy
20

Net Square Feet
2,700 s.f.

Total Net Area
16,200 s.f.

Prupose/Fu nction:
A wo rking space that is intended to create employmen t within the
develo pment for resident s and commuters alike. Creates economi c
prospe rity and a place of destination for people to gather and interact.

Activit ies:
People will be able to work and provide goods for members of the
community. Space will typical ly be occupied anywhere between
morning and late evening hours, and wi ll see he avy traffic volumes.

Spatial Relationship:
Natural light should be created where possible . Where possible look to
create a direct relation ship with the movement that occu rs with streets
and sidewalks .

Special Conside rations:
Plan should be designed as open as possible , and be able to become
altered where desired . Space s should be located at the ground level floor

plane .

Equipme ntfFumi shings:
Furnishings will ve ry perunit of design . Some will necessitate computer
as well as desk/office space for owner and any employees, while other
units will only require space for cash registers.

Behavioral Conisderations:
A desire for openness and an ability to become alter desired . Should
achieve as open feel as possible, with as much visual access at stree t
level as possible.
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3-D Program Diagrams:

Southeast View

Southwest View

Northeast View

Northwest View

• Residential . Retail

Office • Green Area
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Conceptual Design:

Conceptual Diagrams
These two images examine the possible
concept that the project develop from. The
top conceptual image looks at connecting the
dwelling (white arcs) to the public I green
space (green strips) and the water I boat
channels (blue strips). A space is created that
directly connects Atwater Street and the
Riverfront The built dwelling space would
overshadow the environmental features and
beomce the centerpiece of the development
The lower conceptual image looks more to
intertwine all three concepts of built space ,
public I green space and water I boat channel
Neither would overshadow the other, and a
well balanced development that concentrates
on the built as well as on theenvironment and
views that can be created. Connections
would be mademore through the visual then
through direct built connections.

Beginning to Reconnect

What is it to realize the reconnecting of
Horne/Work/Envrionment? How does one incorporate living,
working, and envrionment? How can you create a dwelling which
is less dependent on the automobile, yet at the same time not expel
the notion of the automobile? How can one break down the
monolithic blocks that have been created the statue quo on
Detroit's Riverfront, into smaller, manageable blocks for foot
traffic that mixes- uses, economic backgrounds, living, working,
and the environment into a Complete Dwelling?

Conceptual Models
These three images illustrate what the realization of a complete dwelling can
become in model form. The issue of how to connect the Detroit River (Situated
to the bottom of each image), to Atwater Street (Situated to the top of each
image) is of the utmost importance. Atwater always the last street south before
the Detroit River (This is true for the study area. just northeast of the Downtown
Region), due to this distinction, Atwater becomes the road that connects any
traffic south of Jefferson Avenue to the Downtown District. Atwater, also acts
as theonly connection for pedestrians in an environmental I exercise use . The
Riverfront's maintains a much greater importance from historical, view,
economic value, and water transportation.
The model on the left is one that looked at situation of the development, that
being perpendicular to the riverfront. Also an examination was taken into the
opacity of the built environment in order to maintain an open feeling in the space.
The center and left models look to determine situation. as well as a hierarchy of
building and views that can be obtained from this hierarchy.
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Springboard:

Riverfront Sectional Models
These three images illustrate what the possible height of built space on the riverfront can
develop into. A examination was made into the height on the Detroit Riverfront Boardwalk plan
should develop into three stories followed by a setback, or into a continuous four story or higher

continuous street wall.

North - South Con ceptual Sections
An exam ination was made into the depth that
the section should develop into on the North-
South axis . The cork, represents, possible
residential units , while the chipboard
represents work units. These sections helped
to lead the into the development of boat I
water channels, and the possible
development of dwelling within the space in
the North - South direction.

East - West Conceptual Sections
These three images illustrate the possible development of section from Atwater Street to the
Detroit River. Possible heights of the built environment, along with the possible public gallery
I green space, and the further development of the boat channel, within the study area.

Detail Section
The creal ion of th is detail was to help
illustrate the need to separate living and
working dwelling units on visual, acoustical,
and physical level, but still allow for a direct
connection to occur.
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Springboard:

Potential Form Mode l One

Potential Form Mode l Two

Potential Form Model Three
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Springboard:

Conceptua l Drawings .
Top : Concept Diagram; Top, Far Right: Riverfront Section Perspective; Far Righ t: Boat
ChanneI Perspective.

These Dra wings were created in order to determine the the connect ions and scale that
can be made between the built env ironment and thenatural envi ronme nt.

--
Concep tua l Drawings
Top: GlobeBuilding and State Park; Middle: Steps leading up to the
Public Gallery; Bottom: Connection between 'MJI"k units
An Examination as to the II14in green spac e proposed on in the
development weighted against the built environment that divides the
green spaces.

Conceptua l Drawings
Top: Pedestrian Bridge Crossing: Bottom: Retail and
ViewCorridors created along the riverwalk
An Exam inatio n was made as to how the Riverwalk
cou ld feel a long with the immediate built env ironment
that it eoco unters.
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Springboard:

Conceptua l Drawing
The creation of "bars " of residential and office units , that
intermix, to create an area of dwellin g. The di stincti on can
be formed with residential units becoming 8 storie s in height
and 45 foot width modules. Office units confiding to a 5
story height limitation and 90 foot width modules. The
deve lopment looks to form a boot channel and a private
garden in which residents can use as their "typical"
backyard The public has access to the site and the ability to
tran sverse throughout the space by w lrj o f publi c walkway s
that divide the development
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Springboard:

Conceptual Drawings
This conceptual design looked to further the possibilities of
the view corridors created by the development and to
continue to develop the private garden that can be created
through the development of the residential (plexiglas) and
office units (1M>Od) or "bars ." The development co ntinued
with the idea o f intermixing the bar s of development but
instead of c reat ing a small A -symmetrical pr ivate gardens,
the development looked to frame a much larger publi c
garden.
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Springboard:

Conceptual Drawmg
This conceptual design looked at an overhau l of what the
residential andoffic e units "bars" should become as _II as
the possibility of opening up the private garden intoone that
has public access. The development was divided parallel to
the river, which a1101Wd for the creation of a residential unit
directly on the river, a mix-developmeet of residential and
office at the boat channel, and finally an fffce development
on Atwater Street. The large, open garden wasmaintained,
but DOW access points for the public were designed into the
development.
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Plan Possibilities

Model Proposal 4
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Springboard:

Conceptual Drawing
This development looked at the elimination of tile access
paths that created view corridor s, and makin g the residential
bars monolithic blocks tbat encompass the entire
development. Through this design , the form o f the
residential development would frame the view corridors
desired . Furthermore, the public I private garden would
connect across the entire development and become a node
for the area around the development instead of bein g
intended for the deve lopment itself.
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Model ProposalS
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Sec tion and Plan Possibilities
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Springboard:
Conceptual Drawings
Scaled Plans and Sections were
developed in order to gain a
stronger grasp of theconcept of a
Complete Dwe lling, The
development focuses on creating a I l

defin itive distinction between the
live I work aspect o f dwelling.
Creating modules o f 90 ' wide
work unit s and 35 ' wide
residential units allow for a visual
distinction o f this live I work 
aspect. This development is also
driven by the necessity to spawn a

strong environmental relationship.
A public gallery above the parking
reg ion is created, while a public
garden at street leve l is designed
into the development
Furthermore, an environmental tie -
is madethrough the creation o f the
boat channe l. and the v iew f light
corridors that are created through
the fOITIl o f theresidential towers.
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r
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Site Plan

Plan at 5 '

Plan at 25 '

Sections

I
o 100 200

Scale in feet
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Springboard:

Final Conceptual Model
This model looked to incorporate all the design aspects that had to be incorporated in order to achieve the notion of a Complete
Dwelling. The Plexiglas represents residential units or towers, while the wood represents working units. The drjving force behind
the design was for these residential or work bars that allow the creation of layers , and selected views as one moves through the
space and aWErj from the river. Development was originated parallel to the riverfront, allowing water I boot channel to move into
the space creating a smaller block that would feature mostly residential dwelling and selected retail to be located on the riverfront,
along with some work units to have a direct connection to the liYing unit s. Automobile traffic would park at grade and become
masked by the retail or residential units, and by the public gallery I green space that wascreated above the parking for the residents
of the space.
The critique OIl this model was the optimal light and views would become blocked through this parallel development and that the
water I boat channel would become another glorified private marina. instead to promoting interaction and diversity. It WIi9 also felt
that the channe l creates an isolated feel and instead o f connecting people throughout the space it instead cuts people off. Also it
WaJI felt that the creation of bars and layering lacks themixed use that can help promote interaction in a space. Finally it was felt
that people would look at the space as a private space , instead of one that is con necting the area, through views, pedestrian
pathways" public park, and even though the mix of retail throughout the space.
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Springboard:

Bird's Eye View Human 's Eye View

These images were created in order to examine the Schwndillion Architectural principles on
the form of the space . The virtual model looks to determine the spac ial qualities and the the
light qualities that are created through the form

• Residential . Reta.il

Office • Green Area
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Schematic Design:

Conceptual Diagrams
These two coocep tual models look to
examine two map factors ofthe design that
went under revisi on after the conc eptual
desi gn. The top image look to see what can
happen if the residential units are p ierced by
the o ffice units. The lower image looks at the
creation of a publ ic path that changes
elevatioo as it moves throughout the publ ic
gallery. The path s wou Id create extremely
un ique pedestrain movement while
maiuta ining a functionali ty to them .

.
eSlgn

Continuing to R econnect

To continue down the path ofhow one the reconnects home , work
and environment, it was decided to continue with maj or overhauls
to the form. It was designed that the office and residential units
need to weave together, and create a hierarchy, of connections.
With the residential being in the upper level, followed by the
office, then the public gallery and riverfront was weaved
throughout the development to creating a continual crossing of
elements and connections.

Conceptual Model
The notm was made to pierce the the res idential uni ts with the o ffice un its in a
move that would create a direct connection, yet by ma intaini ng the re axis, a
typology of usages wou ld still be maintained . A strong street presence 00

Atwater wascreate, with the notion creating a d irect vertical axis into the pu blic
gallery. Finally, the move was made to weave the pedestrian pathway throughout
the development , instead of main taining its position 00 the edges o f the site.

Schematic Modell
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Schematic Design:

Schematic Model 2

Conceptual Model
The need to develop the way in which the o ffices pierce thru the residential units was creat ed, maintaining an enclosed public
gallery, instead of allowing the space to evaporate out of an opening in the space. The need to bridge over Atwater street was
conceived in order to help reduce the reduce the edge, and at the same time reduce the isolation of the site that has been created in
previous design s. .

Conceptual Model

The development to brid ge Atwater in order to reduce the edge was continued , as well as looking at con tinuing a street wal l, and
more importantly thresholds of entry into and out o f the development. Also, the rhythm of ho w the o ffices pierce thru the
residential units wascreated, so that a balance on the site could be maintained

Schematic Model 3
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Schematic Design:

Final Schematic Model
This model looked to build off to notion of weaving all aspects of design together in creating a hierarchy that reconnects home,
work and environment Most major aspects of this design had been previously developed, but with this model, the development
concentrated mostly on the environmental factor of design. First , a harbor was created so that a connection can be visually made
as well as reducing the isolation that wascreated between the site and neighboring land usages. Also , a need for another level of
pedestrian traffic was conceived to all for the movement back along the riverfront, in the form of a boardwalk, while maintaining
the paththe pierces thru the development Finally, the extension of the site towards the downtown district was created, also , to help
reduce the edges that hadbeen created in precious designs.
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Design Development:

Conceptua l Diagram
This conceptual site plan was designed as a
response to the critique that the boat channel
would build up blackJsoiled water, due to a
lack of turnover by fresh water. A water
channe l was designed to move through the
entire site to provide turnover, and the what
was previou sly designated as a boat chan nel
wou ld beco me a wet land to filter black water
into brown water be fore filtering into the
Det roit River through a series o f small
waterfal ls that would usher the water along
the clean sing proces s.

Residential Facade Study 2

Continuing to Reconnect

At this point in the projeet, the fonn of the design was pretty much
intact, a few changes were made to the form like adding height to
the residential structures in order to create a mezzanine level in the
writs. The main aspect of this phases was looking into elevations
where it was decided that brick on the office and photovolatic
panels on the residential structures would be the main material s.
Also, going in-depth as to how the development would fimction
in section and beginning to examine details of structural
connections continued to occur.

Facade Stud ies
An exam ination occurred as to how the facades o f the residential and o ffice
buildings wou ld be handled. On the residential struc tures, the main issue was
how the porches breach through the double skin exterior wa U (study 1). or does
the facades remain un-puactured ( study 2 ). Also it had to be determined as to
how the photovolatic panels would be arranged, either as one efficiency, and
opacity (study 1), o r wou ld there be different efficienc y and opacity (study 2).
In the o ffice facade studies, what had to be determined was how the brick would
be arranged. Would the brick ju st be punctured through the facade (study 1), or
would the brick be extruded away from the main facade to al low ligh t in, and
through this you wou ld have your open ings (study 2).

Office Facade Study 2
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Design Development:

Residential Facade Study 3
This model looked at maintaining theporches which would extrude through the exterior skin . A double waJI system would continue
to be used fOJ all exterior walls. Also it was determined that in areas where floor slabs or mechanical equipment \WU1d meet the
exterior wall OJ where views were not a high priority, that the photovolatic panels IM:JUId be more efficient, and less opaque, as
indicated by the black mesh. Contrary to that, areas that requ ire views and natural sunlight, a lower efficiency, more opaque panels

would be used , as indicated by the silver mesh.

Design Development Model I
This model looked to examine how the path that pierces through the residential would operate, how the residential units that are
directly OIl the water would meet the ground and finally how the park \WU1d work around the the Northern portion of the
development. The path was determined to be one that would allow fOJa difference for people walking, jogging, biking, and even
two paths for vegetation. Also the paths 'MlU1d allow light into the parking garage below when the path \WU1d osc iIIate. It was
also decided that the residential on the river front would notbe raised up on a plinth, but that it will directly meet the ground and
that the boardwalk will allow individuals to not be restricted by the plinth of the underground parking. Finally, it was designed
that the offee buildings IM:lUId straddle the park andstreet creating a street wall a interaction with the park.
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PossibleResidential FloorPlanA:

PossibleResidentialFloor Plan B:

PossibleOfficeFloor PlanA:

Possible Residential Floor Plan A Mezzanine:
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Finalizing Connections

To look at what it is to reconnect Home/Work/Environment in the
end, the density of the project, the relationship that is created in
the connecting of each aspect and how environmental or
sustainable aspects of the proj ect are able to be weaved into the
design became the major elements ofdesign. When designing the
project, increasing the overall density or the area is a maj or aspect
of supporting the thesis. The project designed 70 units of
residential which would have created approximately 250 units in
total and 500 inhabitants considering 2 people per unit on a
development of 13 acres. The average density in America is 2,000
inhabitants per 150 acres so if in comparison a density of 5,750
individuals at 150 acres would exist which is a substantial
increase in the fight to combat urban sprawl.

In the connections between the elements of design, a hierarchy
was designed in order to give a sense ofplace as well as creating
a distinct identify for each element The residential structures
were given the upper stratum at roughly 150' tall , 8 stories andat
widths of30' or 60' wide, and made of photovoltaic panels which
would create a light feeling against the river. The office structures
were designed as the second stratum of the development at 90 '
tall, 5 stories and at widths that vary from 90 ' to 60 ' wide, while
being composed of brick which creates a sense of weight The
environment occupied the lower stratum, the design of walking
paths that flank the residential structures, act as the axis of the
North/South directions. Along the East/West directions 5 paths
for walking, jogging, running, and vegetation, oscillate as they
pierce directly through the residential development. In tum a
boardwalk and pier act as paths of movement for citizens along
the riverfront With the use ofmaterial and scale along the river,
a sense of place within the city is created. The opposing use of
materials and the hierarchy created through the elements create
this sense of place . Interaction with the city is promoted through
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Final Presentation:
movement in the fact that residents must access all structures by
entering into the exterior rather then through interior conidors.

Residential

arlee wI
1st Level

Commerce

Conunerce

Parking

The sustainable element of the project is yet another vital aspect
of design. In order to reduce heating and cooling loads , the
development was designed with a double skin on the residential
units. The double skin wall would allow for natnral ventilation in
the summer time for the units that otherwise would have to have
inoperable windows, in winter time the cavity would create a film
of warm air around the inner skin, providing a decrease in heat
loss . Also green roofs were designed on all building which would
reduce the heat intake during the summer and heat loss during the
winter through its insulating properties, yet at the same time
provide aesthetic value for residents overlooking the lower office
structures . The photovoltaic panels would encompass the
southern facades of the residential structures and provide ample
energy production, yet at the same time they would not prohibit
views from the residential units, in that at strategic locations the
efficiency of the panels would be reduced in order to allow for
more opacity. Finally, the development created a wetland for
water purification Enlarging the size of the existing dry dock and
creating a waterfall effect, black waterwould be able to be filtered
into brown water and eventually into the Detroit River, therefore
reducing the stress on the city's mainframe of utilities .
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Conclusion:
Reconnections:

Home/Work/Environment

A comprehensive examination of the reconnection of the
Home/WorkJEnvironment has been und ertaken, some issues have
been deciphered and enhanced and yet loose ties still remain and
further examination or questi oning sha ll an d should be
considered. As you look towards the positives of the project, the
issues that were under examination was the most import ant aspect
in looking at the pressing issues in architecture today. Urban
sprawl, the depletion of resources and the disjunction of people
from the everyday aspects of life are unwanted phenomena's that
have taken a stronghold of society. The project did fall short on
solving these phenomena 's of architecture in the density of the
project, the scale of the project and how it meets the earth, as well
as the exact usage of sustainable practices .

Uncove ring the answers to solve these ph enomena 's, a return to
the urban setting, designing with renewabl e or sus tainable
resources, and placing non-automobil e movement at the forefront,
is extremely imp ortant. Using Detroit as a backdrop helped to
provide the setting in which new developm ent and density mu st
occur, people nee d to be able to return to urban settings but at the
same tim e have a sense of place within cities . Developing a
building with a doubl e skin allows for natural ventilation on floors
that otherwise would only be ventilated by air conditi oning, green
roof development would allow a reduction in heating and cooling
loads, as well as add aesthe tic value, the use photovoltaic panels
on the south facing facades of the resid ential uni ts create energy,
and finally using the historical dry dock and turning it into a
wetland that would cleanse black water into brown water, by first
starti ng the process with siphoning tanks under the residenti al
units then releasing the wa ter into the we tland and finally when
the water would reach a brown water state or better, be relea sed
into the river. Finally allowing the mi xing of home and work is
an imp ortant piece of the thesis, people would be allowed to
interact with many facets of everyday li fe, stores, entertainme nt,
and needs to support life witho ut having to be connected through
the automobile in order to access these facets .

When a furth er examination of the thesis is undertook new
questions can be raised and areas where the project fell short can
be perceive d. When you look at the densiti es of the regi on of the
project compare d to other regions, that being the 2,000 inha bitants
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Conclusion:
per 150 acres for Ameri ca to 20,000 in Paris, 40,000 in Delhi, and
80,000 in Hong Cong, the project fell short in being able to raise
the density to the numbers desired in order to reduce to make an
impact in the American urban sprawl. The developed area of the
site featured roughly 70 units, giving the project a total of about
250 units, which is a substantial increase in density compared to
the norms of America but not to the norms of the rest ofthe world.
It leaves much to be desired as too what scale could this project
reach in order to satisfy a density that would not leave people
living in urban sprawl Mclvlansions, but not living in shoe boxes?
The project aesthetically could have met the sky and ground with
a much stronger relationship. The proj ect could have reacted to
the 20' drop from Jefferson Ave. to the Detroit River in adjusting
the heights of the towers, or when examining the ground level, the
way in which the parking was handled could have been
manipulated in order to create a place that would promote more
movement and development on the ground plane instead of using
the area for covered parking. Finally, tl1e method in which
sustainable development was intertwined into the development
was another aspect that left more to be desired, that being what
other techniques could have been introduced. This leaves the
question as to how much or how many sustainable aspects can be
imposed upon the every day life of a person without interfering
with day to day activity?

In closing, it is felt this project was one that was needed to open
the architectural discussion as to how the disconnection in
HomefWorkJEnvironment can be overcome. By opening the
doors to the architecture phenomena that is taking society down a
negative path, individuals can further discuss the issues and make
strides to reconnect this disjunction that has occurred in society
today.
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